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^ T h i s article presents the initicl sleps in the formollzation of a partial theory of marketing. The partial
theory pertains to Ihe movement of goods and information through marketing channels, and the theory utilizes two basic concepts of marketing system behavior, namely, transactions and transvections. Current approochei to the problem of conitructing formol theories are compared and reasons ore given for choosing
the "molar" opproach.

This article has both a special and a general objective.
The special objective is to advance a particular area of
theory which seems promising for practical applications,
particularly in planning. The general objective is to exemplify some aspects of the technical procedure for
generating formal theory in marketing.^
There would appear to be two main routes to be followed in the construction of formal theory. The first is
to build the theory step by step from very simple elements
offering proof for each step in turn. Most readers will be
familiar with this process from a study of elementary
geometry or other areas in mathematics. The process
starts out with some terms that are called primitives because they are regarded as rudimentary building blocks
and are not defined within the logical structure. Among
the primitives of elementary logic are the words "and,"
"or" and "not." These words are replaced by convenient
symbols in mathematical logic.
There are other terms known as subject matter primitives which must be introduced in developing a particular
field of theory. Thus, J. H. Woodger, in developing an
axiomatic theory of biology, introduced three subject
matter terms, namely, the relation of one entity being a
part of another, the relation of one entity being prior to
another in time, and the relation of an entity being a
member of the class of entities known as cells. The stepby-step creation of a logical system requires that ail no-

tions Other than the primitives be defined in terms of the
primitives or other notions previously developed from
the primitives.
To indicate the link to marketing theory as quickly as
possible, we believe that the primitive concepts needed
for marketing theory are sets, behavior and expectations.
A set is a mathematical concept which can apply to any
collection of elements, whether the elements are points
in a plane, goods or people. A number of ideas that are
more obviously relevant for marketing can then be defined in terms of sets. A system, for example, is a set consisting of people and the supporting facilities. An organized behavior system is defined as a particular type
of system. Similarly, a collection is a special type of set
and an assortment of goods is a special type of collection.
A formal theory must have a formal language. This
language is constituted by setting up primitive terms and
definitions relating back to these terms. A formal theory
must also have rules of inference and a series of propositions which are linked together by a sequence of logical
proofs. Here again we can divide propositions into two
classes. One class must be taken as given and the other
class of propositions must be developed on the basis of
the first class. The propositions that are taken as given
are called axioms. The propositions which cannot be
accepted until proven are called theorems.
M. H. Halbert, in his forthcoming book. The Meaning
and Source.s oj Marketing Theory, takes a strong position
favoring formal theory in marketing [3]. He believes that
we have a great need in marketing to make our language
more precise, to be sure we know what we are talking
about. He also contends that marketing must have a
body of self-consistent propositions all derived deductively from simpler propositions as a basis for guiding
empirical research. He does not believe that many assertions exist in marketing which can be called theoretical
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propositions because the proper deductive apparatus is
almost completely lacking. Mr. Halbcrt's general position implies the kind of step-by-step procedure represented by the work of Martin and Woodger, although
he does not undertake to set up such a deductive apparatus himself.
Let us now return to the contrasting route to theory
which was alluded to earlier. This would consist in setting up meaningful equations or other relationships arrived at intuitively and then going as far back in the
chain of reasoning as seemed necessary to validate these
propositions. No doubt both methods will be employed
by different writers according to their temperaments and
special competence. The method of starting with the
desired results and working backward is especially recommcntled here because of the urgent need for marketing theory as seen by Mr. Halbert and other authorities.
This article will follow the molar approach insofar
as possible, rather than the atomistic approach illustrated by Dr. Martin in his recent essay in Theory in
Markeiing. One justification for the molar approach
which starts with the end result and works backward is
in the procedures followed by physicists. We recently
talked to a leading physicist at the University of Pennsylvania, describing the deductive apparatus which Mr.
Haibert sets up as a prerequisite for marketing theory.
This informant hastened to say that physicists did not
possess any such deductive apparatus, however logical
it might appear to economists and marketing men. He
indicated that physics was kept in such a constant state
of ilux through one empirical discovery after another
that only a few theorists are concerned about the ultimate logical foundations of physics. The proper retort
might be that economists and marketing men need this
kind of deductive apparatus much more than physicists
because of the elusive nature of their subject matter.
We were further influenced by an article by Phillipp
Frank on the foundations of physics |2|. Dr. Frank is
concerned to develop a self-consistent set of propositions for physics, and he adopts a molar rather than an
atomistic strategy in the pursuit of his aim. Dr. Frank
says, "We are not going to set up a complete system of
symbols and operational definitions from which one
could derive all facts of physics. Such a systematic presentation would be a very hard job and at that I suspect that only a very few scientists would read it. . . .
The scientist is interested in logical analysis if and only
if this analysis is not trivia! or commonplace."
With these preliminary comments on the strategies of
= The word comes from the Latin roots "trans" and "vehere."
By its etymology the word was meant to convey the meaning of
"flowing through,'" with special reference to something which
flows Ihrough a marketing system in one end and out the other.
A transvection is the unit of action for the system by whieh a
single end product, such as a pair of shoes, is placed in the hands
of the consumer after moving through all the intermediate sorts
and transformations from the original raw materials in the state
of nature. The choice of a word which would sound something
like "transaction" was deliberate since the two ideas were obviously closely related.
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theory construction, we can turn to a sketch of the theory
of transactions and transvections, both for its direct value
as a branch of marketing theory and as an illustration of
the molar approach. Following the lead of John R. Commons, an attempt was made to present the first rough
sketch of a theory of transactions in 1957 [I |. Soon after
this book was published, the senior author of this article
developed the notion of a transvection- which was first
presented at a graduate seminar at Ohio State University
in 1958.
A transvection is in a sense the outcome of a series of
transactions, but a transvection is obviously more than
that. The transactions as such are limited only to the
suceessive negotiations of exchange agreements. A transvection includes the complete sequence of exchanges,
but it also includes the various transformations which
take place along the way. The pair of shoes in the hands
of the consumer is obviously a very different thing from
the raw materials in the state of nature. The student of
transvections is interested in every step by which this
How through the marketing system was accomplished.
Other contrasts can be drawn between a transaction
and a transvection with respect to their use in pianning
and decision-making. Transactions involve a transfer in
ownership or use privileges covering not only sales but
all forms of short-term rent and lease agreements. It is
assumed that further transformations will take plaee
under the new ownership, but ordinarily this is not required under the terms of the exchange agreement. In
market planning there is necessarily substantial emphasis on means of motivating these further transformalions
following a transfer of ownership.
If planning is approached from the transvection standpoint, on the other hand, it is often convenient to consider first what might take place if the product remained
under a single ownership throughout. This provides a
way of specifying the transformations which are really
essential in order to complete the transvection and the
sorts or assignments which must intervene to link any
pair of successive transformations. While the transaction
concept is valuable for market planning, the transvection
concept is more fundamental. Beginning from the perspective of the transvection, for example, will be useful
in shaping the character of the transactions which need
to occur at successive stages.
Derivation oj Definitions
Returning to the problem of sketching a formal theory
for some segment of marketing, it has been pointed out
previously that this problem has two aspects. One is to
develop a precise language, using primitive terms and
definitions. The other is to develop a consistent set of
theorems based on a limited number of axioms. With
respect to the first problem of clarifying the language of
marketing, the initial task is to develop a terminology
which depends on as few primitive terms as possible, is
consistent, and exhaustive in the sense of being capable
of describing every kind of system relevant to market-
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Chart I
DEFINITIONS DERIVED FROM THE PRIMITIVE TERM—SETS
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ing analysis, and which is complete in the sense of allowing for the formulation of theorems concerning
transactions and transvections.
The three primitive terms adopted here are sets, behavior and expectations. These may be taken as three
fundamentally different ways of looking at the same
marketing system or, for purposes of analysis, three
kinds of systems which interact in the same industrial
process. The terms'' which are appropriate to each system and their relationships are given in the form of three
tree diagrams which are to be read in the following manner:
1. Each possible path down a branch stemming from
the primitive descriptive terms constitutes a set
of logically possible descriptors for that type of
system. The test for determining whether a term
belongs in the branch to which it has been assigned
is that of consistency with the other terms in that
branch. For example, if we look at the tree stemming from "sets" we can see that it would be a
' A complete list of ihe terms used and definitions appears in
ihe Appendix.

Open

mistake to consider "systems" on the same branch
with "collections" since systems are sets with interactions, whereas collections are sets with no
interactions. If these two terms were on the same
branch we would be holding that it was possible to
describe some industrial process as being at the
same time and in the same way both interacting
and noninteracting. Since this is self-contradictory
or inconsistent, systems and collections must be
on separate branches of the "set" tree.
Eaeh set of terms on the same level, in the sense
of constituting all the nodes directly connected
with the same high node, are to be read as jointly
constituting an exhaustive description of the possible kinds of items encompassed by the higher
node from which they originate, with no overlap,
i.e., with no item described twice. The test of
whether a term is on the right level is therefore
whether, in conjunction with the other terms on
that level, an exhaustive nonoverlapping description exists. Perhaps an example will make the
point clearer.
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C h a r t II

DEFINITIONS DERIVED FROM THE PRIMITIVE TERM—BEHAVIOR
Beiiavior

Triiiial'iiriiiitin

If we turn to the tree under "expectations" and ask
whether "survival" and "progress" belong on the same
level, we see from the definitions that productivity is
the capacity to generate outputs, that progress is the
capacity to generate new outputs, and survival is the
capacity to retain potency, i.e., ability to generate outputs. The kinds of productivity are either new or old—
they exhaust the possibilities and no productive output
can be considered both new and old in the same way at
the same time. We conclude, therefore, that progress and
survival belong on the same level—under productivity.
The advantages of exhibiting terms in this form is
that problems regarding consistency and exhaustiveness
are readily pinpointed. The question of completeness of
the terms can only be answered after the development
of an acceptable list of theorems. We will know then
whether more or fewer terms are needed and there will
necessarily be further refinements in their definitions as
the work proceeds.

The other and more difficult problem is that of developing a consistent and meaningful set of theorems
based on a small number of axioms. Following the molar
approach, which has been described, propositions will
be stated in the form of conjecture, followed by an attempt to give them logical substantiation. This means
working back upstream far enough to provide some initial confidence in the validity of these propositions. So
far as this article is concerned, the results will necessarily
remain largely conjectural since the objective is to sketch
a program and an approaeh, rather than to produce a
fully realized version of formal marketing theory.
Only a part of the definitions of the terms shown in
the three charts are directly involved in the development
of the concepts of transactions and transvections. The
propositions stated will be limited to some basic propositions about transactions and transvections. Propositions
will be stated both in English and in formal symbols. A
method of proof will be indicated rather than attempting
a full logical development.
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C h a r t III
DEFINITIONS DERIVED FROM THE PRIMITIVE TERM—EXPECTATIONS
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Transactions
The discussion of transactions will begin with a statement which might be called the Law of E'"xchange. This
law states the conditions under which an exchange can
take place, but it does not assert that the exchange actually occurred, since there are fortuitous factors which
could interfere with the exchange in a given case. In
the expression x ^ y, it is merely asserted that x is exchanged for y, the sign for Libra, or the balance, being
adopted to represent exchangeability. The Law of Exchange, stated verbally, would be;
Given that x is an element of the assortment A, and >'
is an element of the assortment A2, x is exchangeable
for _v if and only if these three conditions hold:
(a) X is different from y
(b) The potency of the assortment Ai is increased by
dropping x and adding y
(c) The potency of the assortment A2 is increased by
adding x and dropping y
In symbols the Law of Exchange would be stated as
follows:
X ^ y

if, and only if,
X :1= yixeAi

and

P(At - X + y) >

and
o + X - y) >

where
X :^ y means x is exchangeable for y,
X =i= >• means jr is different from y,
i means x is an element of . ^ 1 ,
means the potency of .^1 .
This formulation makes no explicit reference to the
cost of executing an exchange transaction. For a complete statement of the Law of Exchange, it should be
stated explicitly that the increase in the potency of the
assortment Aj , brought about by the transaction, should
be greater than the cost of the transaction assignable to
A] , and that the same thing should be true for the assortment A2. This corollary of the Law of Exchange
might be stated symbolically as follows:
X — y implies that

~ X -hy)
where the increase in potency is assumed to be measurable in dollars, C, and where C i , ( r r ) is the cost of the
transaction to the owner of assortment /.
At a first level of consideration, x and y might be regarded as two different products in a primitive economy,
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such as a basket and a hat, with exchange taking place
on a barter basis. Given a medium of exchange, v might
be regarded as an amount of money paid by the buyer
to obtain the article. The definitions of buyer and seller
need not detain us except to note a very general distinction. The buyer in a transaction is adding a less liquid
item to his assortment, while the seller is adding a more
liquid asset, very likely with the intent of exchanging
this in turn for more specialized assets later on.
We are now in position to state three propositions with
more obvious relevance to the problem of planning a
marketing system. The first is concerned with the optimality of exchange in a particular exchange situation.
Viewing exchange from the standpoint of one of the
decision makers, we can say that exchange is optimal
if he prefers it to any avaiiable alternative. Similarly,
for the decision maker on the other side of the transaction, it will be optimal for him if he prefers it to any
available alternative. It is assumed that if a concrete situation offers an exchange opportunity, the number of alternatives realistically available to either side is not infinite in number but limited to only a few. Faced with a
decision, an individual must be guided by his present
knowledge of alternatives and the ordering according to
his preferences within that set.
Subject to these constraints, it may be said that exchange is optimal if the individual decision maker h
prefers x to any of the available alternatives F, to V^
and if the decision maker /:• prefers _v to any of the available alternatives Wj to W,, . It is scarcely necessary to go
through the procedure of stating this proposition symbolically since it would follow the pattern previously
illustrated. The principle of optimality rests on the Law
of Exchange and its corollary. The principle would hold
only where the conditions were consistent with the previously stated propositions. The exchange of x for y is
preferred by each decision maker precisely because it
offers the greatest increase in the potency of his assortment.
The next proposition to be asserted is that a set of
transactions in series can replace direct sales by the supplier to the ultimate consumer if the transactions are
optimal at each step. Let us assume initially that a sale
is made directly by the supplier to the ultimate consumer.
Now let us assume that a single intermediary intervenes
between these two. If the exchange between the suppher
and the intermediary is optimal, it means that the supplier prefers this exchange to dealing directly with the
consumer. Similarly, if the exchange between the eonsumer and the intermediary is optimal, it means that
the consumer prefers this transaction to a direct exchange with the supplier. This sequence of two transactions would therefore be eligible to replace the direct
exchange between supplier and consumer.
If one intermediary can intervene between the supplier and the consumer, it follows that a second intermediary can intervene between the supplier and the first

intermediary or between the lirst intermediary and the
consumer, provided that the principle of optimulity still
obtains. Similarly, other intermediaries could be added
to the chain as long as the principle of optimality was
not violated.
Two major problems in planning the fiow of transactions pertain to the case of transactions in series, which
has just been discussed, and the case of parallel transactions occurring at the same level of distribution as.
for example, between the supplier and the first intermediary. One of the aims of planning is to reduce the
cost of individual transactions, particularly the cost of
negotiation. The choices are to negotiate each of the
parallel transactions separately or to negotiate a rule
under which all transactions of a given type can be
routinized. This can be reduced to a clear-cut decision
based on the relative costs of negotiating individual
transactions as compared to the cost of negotiating a
rule, plus the cost of negotiating the routinized transactions to be controlled by the rule. A formula for this
calculation might be stated in words as follows:
Routinize if the cost of rule negotiation plus the cost
of negotiating the routinized transactions while the
rule holds is less than the total cost of negotiating the
individual transactions without the rule.
The calculation would start by estimating the number
of transactions which will probably occur while the rule
is in force, and multiplying this number by the average
cost of a routinized transaction. If this cost is less than
the cost of negotiating the same number of individual
transactions, it would be worthwhile to negotiate the
adoption of a rule. This, of course, assumes that the
difference is greater than the cost of negotiating the
rule. Generally, the saving would have to be substantial
to force the decision-maker on either side to initiate the
process of negotiating a rule. There are, of course, many
practical cases in which literally thousands of transactions are to be covered by the rule, so that the condition
of overall cost-saving would be fully satisfied.
Transvections
The marketing process is the continuous operation of
transforming conglomerate resources as they occur in
nature into meaningful assortments in the hands of consumers. As is seen from Chart I, provision is made for
defining conglomerates and assortments as types of collections, and a collection, in turn, as a type of set. Symbolically, the marketing process or operation might be
shown as follows:

= E
where
C means conglomerate,
O(C) means the marketing operation performed
on C during time period /^ to fi ,
'

'

•

*

'

'
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means the increment in assortment A, during time period /u to / i ,
W means waste.
In words, this proposition states that applying the
operation O to the eonglomerate C over the period from
/„ to h results in increments to the assortments held by
consumers, plus an allowance for waste.
A transvection by contrast with the continuing market process refers to a single unit of action of the marketing system. This unit of action is consummated when
an end product is placed in the hands of the ultimate
consumer, but the transvection comprises all prior action necessary to produce this final result., going all the
way back to conglomerate resources. The definition
of a transvection can be shown symbolically as T,, =
STSTS — T.S where S is a sort and J is a transformation.
The statements so far about transvections indicate a
need for two simple but fundamental proofs. The first
is a proof that the sum of all transvections would correspond to an exhaustive description of the marketing
process. The only difficulty here is in the selection of a
long enough time period. By definition every sale of an
end product has a transvection behind it. Thus, all the
end products sold during a given year with their corresponding transvections would be approximately the same
as the total marketing process for that year. Even if a
four- or five-year period was considered, there would
always be transvections beginning in the period which
would terminate in a subsequent period. This is not so
much a problem of proof as a problem of defining the
marketing proeess and a transvection in such a way that
they can be reconciled with each other.
The other problem is more clearly a problem of logical proof. That grows out of the definition of a transvection as shown in symbolic form. As shown in the
formula, there is a continuous alternation between sorts
and transformations. It will now be asserted that this
alternation is inherent in the nature of a transvection.
Before attempting to prove this assertion, it will be necessary to define and discuss both sorts and transformations.
'""'•

Sorts and

Transformations

First let us consider sorts or sorting, a concept with
which the senior author has been identified for some
time. Sorting is reclassification resulting in the creation
of subsets from a set or of a set from subsets. Earlier
treatments have identified four aspects of sorting, one of
which is allocation, possibly the most fundamental concept for economics. It now seems possible to compress
these types of sorting from four to two to achieve greater
simplicity. Most characteristically, sorting suggests sorting out. which means breaking down a heterogeneous
set into homogeneous subsets. Sorting out can also be
called assignment, sinee it means assigning each member
of a set to the appropriate subset. Assignment is the more
general term, while allocation can still be employed to
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designate the special case in which the original set is regarded as homogeneous.
The other basic type of sorting is assorting. This means
drawing members from subsets to form a heterogeneous
set or assortment. Again the formation of a homogeneous
set can be recognized as a special case designated as
"assembly" or "accumulation." Assignment is the sorting perspective of the supplier or purveyor of goods. The
broader term purveyor, rather than supplier, is adopted
to avoid the implication that there is a supplier who
necessarily disposes of the goods through a sales transaction. Assorting is the sorting perspective of the buyer
or procurement agent. For the sake of simplicity, the
notion of assignment will be generally adopted in the
discussions of transvections as if the process was under
the management of purveyors throughout.
The proposition that there is an alternation of sorts
and transformations throughout the course of a transvection implies that an action of assignment always intervenes between a transformation just eompleted and
the one which is to follow. That this is necessarily true
will become clear when the term transformation is more
fully explained. A transformation is a change in the
physical form of a product or in its location in time and
space which is calculated to increase its value for the
ultimate consumer who adds it to his assortment. In
other words, transformations add form, space, and time
utility. Marketing theory is not concerned with the techniques of creating form utility but only in their marketing implications. For example, marketing theory might
need to distinguish between very broad categories of
production such as refining and combining.
With respect to time and place utility, marketing is
concerned with detailed techniques as well as broad
perspective. Sorting might assign some goods to transportation by vehicles suitable for long hauls and others
to vehicles designed for short hauls. Similarly, in the
creation of time utility, some goods might be stored in
one way while other similar or dissimilar goods could
be stored more appropriately in a different type of facility. Credit is another way of creating time utility and
again there is always an assignment problem prior to the
selection of a mode of transformation.
Against this background, the formal proof of the alternating sequence might take the following form: Two
sorts cannot follow each other in sequence in any significant sense since sorting out is the act of placing the
members of a set in relevant subsets. If members are
sorted into subsets and then moved from one subset to
another, it is to be regarded as inefficient or exploratory
sorting and not two successive sorts in a sequence. Similarly, two transformations cannot appear successively
without an intervening sort. Different facilities are required for fabrication, shipment, storage and credit.
Thus, there has to be an intervening assignment to the
appropriate facilities. In very rare cases facilities might
be combined, as in further aging or agitation of a product
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while in transit. The point, however, is that assignment
always precedes the use of a facility and that typically
separate facilities are required for eaeh transformation.
There are, of course, possibilities for breaking down the
sequence of transformation still further with additional
intervening sorts, and this topic will now be treated
briefly.
A distribution network quickly becomes too complicated for complete evaluation of marketing effectiveness.
The concept of the transvection offers a means of piecemeal analysis for planning purposes without violating
the principle of the total systems approach. Looking at
a transvection in relation to a given end product, it can
be bounded or marked off from other related transvections. A network may consist largely of divergent paths,
particularly if the basic production process is one of refining, with the end product distributed to thousands of
consumers. A network may consist largely of convergent
paths, particularly if the basic production process is one
of combining materials and components and the ultimate consumer is government or a few large industrial
buyers. In either case, there are a number of branching
points on the main path along which the product flows
through the network.
The bounding of the transveetion means evaluation of
additions or subtractions at each branching point along
the way. Take the relatively simple case of a pair of
shoes in which the principle component is leather. At
each branching point at which lines converge, the costs
of other components such as shoe findings must be
added in. At each branching point where lines diverge,
there may be waste or by-products to be evaluated.
Waste may carry a cost penalty for disposal while byproducts may contribute revenue to the main stream.
Optimal Number of Steps in a Transvection
Against this background a basic principle for the
evaluation of transvections may be stated. A transvection has the optimal number of steps if costs cannot be
decreased, either by increasing or decreasing the number
of steps. First, let us take a hypothetical case in which
the only types of transformation pertain to spatial location. Assume that a natural product is being distributed
and that it is snapped up immediately by consumers
available at the terminal points. Even in this illustration,
in which the creation tif form and time utility are ruled
out, there is still a problem of optimality for the number
of steps in a transvection. Suppose an item is to be moved
a distanee of twenty-five miles. Obviously it would be
a very poor solution to send a truck from Point x to
Point y for direct delivery if the item was a small parcel
making up a very tiny fraction of a truck load. The cost
of direct delivery might easily exceed the value of the
product at the point of origin.
Suppose now that two trucks are available for a delivery system. One truck picks up parcels from an area
regarded as a collection area. The parcels are brought
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into a center where they are sorted into a sequence for
most efficient delivery and then go onto another truck
for this purpose. It could easily have required ten trucks
previously to handle direct delivery for all origin and
destination points for what can now be handled by two
trucks.
Some existing parcel delivery networks are far more
complex. A pickup truck collects parcels and brings
them into a minor sorting center. Here most of the
packages may be assigned to a large over-the-road vehicle whieh carried them to a major sorting center or
hub. At this point they are assigned to other large trucks
and carried to minor sorting centers. Here they will once
more be assigned to small trucks for delivery to their
final destination.
For any given system it is possible to compare two
network plans. Suppose the following relationship holds:
daily cost of transportation facilities, plus daily cost of
sorting, under Plan A (4 sorts) > Plan B (5 sorts). It
is clear that cost figures should be marshalled to test the
possibility that Plan C (6 sorts) would cost still less. The
number of possibilities is quite limited so that it would
usually suffice to test only two plans against the network
already in force, namely, those with one less sort and
one more sort.
Actually the situation is not static but dynamic, because of changing technologies both of transportation
and sorting. Mechanical sorting equipment has made
great strides recently, thus creating the possibility that
more sorts would lead to greater efficiency. There are
practical limits to the length of a transvectional chain.
At some point the cost of delay in the system would outweigh any further savings to be made through additional
sorts. When transformations are considered more generally rather than dealing with transportation only, the
same kind of reasoning still holds in principle. A detailed analysis might be required for the given network,
since the possible patterns may now be large though
finite. For example, fabrication may involve both refining and combining. It may be efficient to separate
these two by hundreds of miles even though additional
sorts and transformations are introduced. An improvement in storage facilities may make it possible to store
the product closer to the consumer or even to move it
into the consumer's assortment more promptly. It is this
last step in the forwarding of goods which may be accomplished through various forms of consumer credit.
Some networks and choices of technologies may involve hundreds of possibilities as to the design of" the
transvection. While a computer may be needed to test all
the possibilities, including differences in number of warehouses and spatial dispersion of production, the test of
optimality is in principle the same for all types of transvections. There are considerations as to movement of information and movement of people which lie beyond the
scope of this article. Suffice it to say that there is a large
segment of marketing in which it is more efiieient to
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bring the people to the goods rather than the goods to the
people. There are also many opportunities for reducing
the cost of moving goods or people by moving information instead. Mr. Halbert has drawn some interesting
parallels between the movement of goods and the flows
and stocks of information. We are primarily concerned
here with delineating a transvection which represents
the shortest path to market, taking account of the several
possible types of movement.
The concept of the transveetion as a planning tool
has continued to evolve. Even in some of its earlier versions it has had fruitful applications in planning distribution systems for Douglas fir plywood, Irish linen, leather,
and dry, edible beans. The results obtained can be illustrated by a study of the latter commodity made for
the United States Department of Agriculture. It was observed that beans were bagged and rebagged at several
places along the way. Analysis from the transvection
viewpoint led to recommendations for eliminating bagging entirely. It was also recommended that sorting into
grades be postponed until the terminal market was
reached, since earlier sorting increased the number of
less than carlot shipments required. Similar recommendations couid be obtained more readily today with a
more fully developed theory of transvections.

CONCLUSION
This article can well terminate with a final reminder
to the reader of what it has attempted to accomplish: to
illustrate the molar approaeh to the development of formal theory in marketing and, in a few cases, to present
something resembling proof as a means of relating propositions to each other and showing that they are consistent.
It has also attempted to contribute more specifically to
a theoretical treatment of transactions and transvections.
In the case of transvections in particular, the effort has
been to show both the extent of the difiiculties and the
promise of useful results in the development of formal
theory.

APPENDIX
DEFINITIONS

Sets
1. Sets are aggregates containing some class of components, such as points in a plane, physical objects
or human beings.
2. Collections are sets which can be taken as inert
with no interaction among the components.
3. Systems are sets in which interactions occur which
serve to define the boundaries of the set.
4. Conglomerates are collections as they occur in a
state of nature and which may be regarded as random or neutral from the standpoint of human expectations.
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5. Assortments are collections which have been assembled by taking aceount of human expectations concerning future action.
6. Ultimate assortments (consumer inventories) have
been collected by the consumer in the hope and expectation of being prepared to meet future contingencies (probable patterns of behavior).
7. Intermediate assortments (trade stocks) have been
collected to provide a choice of alternatives for (a)
the consumer, (b) others in the trade.
8. A behavior system is a system in which persons are
the interacting components. Broadly defined, a behavior system includes the assortment of assets
which the members control and its point of contact
with the environment which enable it to accept inputs and generate outputs.
9. An organized behavior system is one with these
minimum characteristics:
a. A criterion for membership
b. A rule or set of rules assigning duties
c. A preference scale for outputs.
10. A fortuitous behavior system is one in which interactions are taking place, resulting in outputs with
some positive or negative value, but without the degree of coordination suggested by the requirements
for an organized behavior system.
11. An organized behavior system is closed in terms of
current operations (all finite sets are closed).
12. An organized behavior system is open in terms of
plans for future operation. (Plans involve the possibility of new goals, new techniques, new inputs,
new members.)
13. Rules of membership state rules of eligibility or exclude from membership specified classes in the general population.
14. Division of labor is specified by formal rules, or a
process is specified for choosing a leader who will
assign duties to other members.
15. A behavior system is open if it is considering new
objectives which generally offer many variations as
to the direction in which the system is to move and
the amount of effort to be expended.
16. A behavior system is open if it is currently engaged
in revising its techniques or even if it is generating
techniques which are almost certain to require
changes.
17. A behavior system may be regarded as open if it is
seeking new members. This is particularly true of
members higher up in the scale of responsibility who
are likely to have an impact both on goals and techniques.
18. Mechanical systems are listed for the sake of completeness and contrast with behavior systems. Interactions occur among nonhuman components.
19. Some mechanical systems have highly specialized
outputs and are structured with a view to maximum
efliciency in producing these outputs.
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20. Other mechanical systems have greater versatility
with respect to potential outputs and are structured
with a view to maintaining flexibility in meeting
the demands of the market.
Behavior
21. Behavior is activity occupying time.
22. Normal behavior is that whieh is an end in itseif, or
a means to an end.
23. Symptomatic behavior is that which is not functional
in that it is neither an end or a means to an end.
24. Congenial—also called consummatory-—behavior
is that which is chosen because it is presumed to be
an end in itself and is directly satisfying.
25. Instrumental behavior is that which is regarded as
a means to an end. There may be a sequence of instrumental acts culminating in a desired state of
affairs, one of which is the opportunity to engage
in congenial behavior.
26. Some congenial behavior is satisfying because it reduces need—tension.
27. The same behavior can be both. It is directed toward
gaining an end but also satisfying a basic need directly—that of manifesting skills or capacity.
28. Instrumental behavior consists of decision and the
application of effort. It is convenient to think of
decision as occurring instantaneously.
29. Effort occupies an interval of time.
30. Decision is choice among alternative ways of applying effort.
31. Individual decision involves allocation by an individual of the resources he controls.
32. An individual decision under certainty undertakes
to optimize certain values.
33. An individual deeision under uncertainty can be interpreted in terms of expected values.
34. Joint decision involves agreement between two or
more itidividuals.
35. A decision can apply to a single event such as a
transaction.
36. Transactions can be parallel involving problems of
coordination.
37. Transactions can be in series involving problems of
optimal sequence.
38. A decision can mean the adoption of a rule governing many transactions.
39. Effort in marketing takes two primary forms—either
sorting or transformation.
40. Sorting is reclassification, and involves the creation
of subsets from a set or a set from subsets.
41. Homogeneity lies at the zero end of the sortability
scale. That is to say, no further division into classes
is possible at the level of discrimination applied.
42. Heterogeneity lies at the other end of the sortability
scale. That is to say, the classes discriminated are
as numerous as the units of the set.

43. The seller assigns products from heterogeneous sets
to subsets. The assignment from homogeneous sets
is taken as a special case.
44. The buyer assorts products into heterogeneous sets
or assortments. The selection in homogeneous sets
is taken as a special case.
45. Transformation in marketing applies to goods or
people.
46. Transforming changes the physical form of goods or
their location in time and space.
47. Transforming changes the awareness or attitudes of
people (their informational and motivational states)
or their physical location.
48. Marketing operations can be defined as an alternating sequence of sorts and transformations.
49. A transvection is a unit of action of the marketing
system resulting in placing a fina! product in the
hands of the consumer but reaching all the way back
to the raw materials entering into the produet.
50. The marketing process is the marketing operation
regarded as a total and continuous How of marketing
activities rather than the sum of all transvections.
Expectations
51. Expectations are attached to what the individual
thinks may happen and the favorable or unfavorable
results of these future events.
52. Values are based on the favorable or unfavorable
consequences of an event or condition which the individual expects.
53. Information is expected in the three directions of
probability of an event occurring, instructions on
reaction to the event, and whether the consequences
will or will not be favorable.
54. Search is the sorting of information which precedes
the sorting of goods or people.
55. Learning in marketing is the acquisition of information with particular reference to the impact on future searching and sorting.
56. Blaze is the obverse of search. It is the imparting of
information by one party intended to influence
search by the other party.
57. The consumer searches for goods and trade intermediaries engage in vicarious search on his behalf.
58. The seller searches for people who will buy his goods
or intermediaries who will sell them to consumers.
59. One aspect of blaze is the information incorporated
in claims.
60. The second aspect of blaze is the justification for
accepting these claims.
61. Potency is the expected value of an assortment or its
anticipated effectiveness in meeting contingeneies.
62. Exchange value is the anticipated potency relative
to what is given in exchange.
63. Use value is the realized potency expressed as the
product of the incidence of use and the conditional
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64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.

value if used, that value depending on the intensity
of satisfaction with the product when used.
The seller of goods is generally giving them up for
a more liquid or intangible asset.
The buyer of goods is generally accepting them in
exchange for a more liquid or intangible asset.
The price of a good is measured by the asset the
buyer gives up in exchange.
The price of a service such as that of a retailer is the
difference between his purchase price and his selling
price (gross profit).
The cost of a good to one person is the price he paid
for it to another person.
Opportunity cost is measured by the alternative
which was rejected in order to buy or sell the particular good.
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70. Productivity is the capacity of a system to generate
outputs.
71. Progress is the capacity to generate new techniques.
72. Survival is the capacity to retain potency over time.
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